1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

The Bland-Altman analysis was proposed by Martin Bland and Douglas Altman over thirty years ago with an article published in Lancet.[@bib1] In this article, their main argument was about the incorrect use of correlation coefficients in comparison of a new measurement technique with an established gold standard. This article is accepted as the sixth most-cited paper in statistics literature and was about the differences between measurements obtained by two different measurement systems.[@bib2] In the following years, their method has become the most appropriate way of determining the limits of agreement (LOA) between measurements.

Medical laboratories and clinicians often need to assess the agreement between two measurement methods. Validation of a clinical measurement method is a compelling and lengthy process, which necessitates acceptable LOA between two techniques. When the comparing methods are continuous variables (e.g. leucocyte count, antibody titer, body temperature), the Bland-Altman analysis is an appropriate way to perform this comparison and presents quantified measures to decide whether the new method is acceptable or not. This review focuses on the current approach to the Bland-Altman method and its applications in clinical practice.

2. Concept of correlation analysis {#sec2}
==================================

For many years, correlation analysis has been used to assess the relationship between one variable and another. Correlation analysis is classified as a part of a larger class of statistical techniques known as regression. Regression analysis uses the principles of correlation, but it does more than just to describe the strength of a relationship between two variables.[@bib3] The main result of correlation analysis is the correlation coefficient (r), which ranges from −1.0 to +1.0. The closer the coefficient is to the ends of this range, the greater the strength of the linear relationship is.[@bib4] Correlation coefficients can be handled as linear measures for the relationship between variables without providing their agreement.

A fictitious data set is provided in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. In this dataset, potassium measurements from venous blood gas analysis and biochemistry panel are presented for each patient. It is easy to make an approximate estimate of these values, and conclude that they are very close to each other. Also using a Spearman correlation analysis, correlation coefficient (Spearman\'s rho) can be found as 0.885 (p \< 0.001), which indicates a very strong relationship between the variables.[@bib5]Table 1Dataset for potassium levels in venous blood gases and blood electrolyte work-up.Table 1Potassium level (mEq/L) (Obtained from venous blood gas analysis)Potassium level (mEq/L) (Obtained from blood electrolyte levels)Mean potassium level (mEq/L)Difference between potassium levels (mEq/L)Patient Nr. 14.54.74.60.2Patient Nr. 23.84.24.00.4Patient Nr. 35.15.15.10.0Patient Nr. 44.95.35.10.4Patient Nr. 53.94.03.950.1Patient Nr. 64.03.83.9−0.2Patient Nr. 74.14.04.05−0.1Patient Nr. 84.34.04.15−0.3Patient Nr. 95.35.35.30.0Patient Nr. 105.25.15.15−0.1Patient Nr. 113.94.03.950.1Patient Nr. 124.14.44.250.3Patient Nr. 134.04.24.10.2Patient Nr. 145.35.15.2−0.2Patient Nr. 155.55.35.4−0.2Patient Nr. 164.44.24.3−0.2Patient Nr. 174.95.04.950.1Patient Nr. 183.73.93.80.2Patient Nr. 193.93.73.8−0.2Patient Nr. 204.84.74.75−0.1Patient Nr. 215.55.25.35−0.3Patient Nr. 223.73.83.750.1Patient Nr. 233.73.93.800.2Patient Nr. 244.84.24.5−0.6Patient Nr. 255.15.65.350.5

Does this mean that we can use a given variable instead of the other? Can we replace a laboratory method with the new one, regarding this strong relationship? This argument is not always correct. Unfortunately, correlation analysis provides a link between variables which just happen to occur together, without having an association in between. In this setting, Spearman\'s rho indicates only the power of this relationship, and this small p-value suggests just strong evidence against the null hypothesis. Consequently, the null hypothesis is rejected and there is probably a relationship. However, results of the correlation analysis do not answer following questions: \[a\] Is this occurrence an incidental finding or have they a meaningful clinical association? \[b\] What is the probability of error in each measurement of potassium? A high correlation does not explicitly imply that there is good agreement between the two methods.[@bib4] Moreover, data which seem to be in a poor agreement can produce quite high correlations.

3. Analysis of the differences between variables {#sec3}
================================================

Bland and Altman quantified the difference between measurements using a graphical method. They draw a scatterplot in which the X-axis represented the average \[(K1 + K2)/2\], and the Y-axis represented the difference (K1 -- K2) of two measurements. After the graph is drawn, the mean bias (mean of the K1 -- K2) and its confidence limits (limits of agreement) should be quantified. Using statistical software, a one-sample T-test can be performed to calculate the mean bias and its SD. To represent mean bias and limits of agreement, we need only mean of the difference of measurement methods and its standard deviation obtained from one-sample T-test. Secondly, the data points can be restricted using +2 standard deviation (SD) to demonstrate a 95% confidence interval (CI; precisely defined: mean ± 1.96 standard deviations) of distributed data. An ideal agreement is zero difference between measurements. Thus average difference and its limits can also be found near zero in this setting.

For our dataset, the mean difference (mean bias) was found as 0.012 with an SD of 0.260. A scatterplot should be drawn to understand dispersion of variables using X-axis (average) and Y-axis (difference). The LOA can be drawn manually if the statistical software does not automatically demonstrate them. In our data set, the upper limit can be calculated using **mean** + **1.96 x SD (0.012 + 1.96 x 0.260** = **0.522)** and the lower limit can be calculated using **mean -- 1.96 x SD (0.012**--**1.96 x 0.260** = **--0.498)**. The appropriate statement used in the manuscript can be following: The Bland-Altman plot showed the mean bias ±SD between first and second potassium levels as 0.012 ± 0.260 mEq/L, and the limits of agreement were −0.498 and 0.522 ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1Agreement between two potassium measurements (Bland-Altman plot).Fig. 1

The scatterplot can be evaluated according to the scatter dispersion. In a good agreement, the scattering of points is diminished, and points lie relatively close to the line which represents mean bias. As a quantifiable measure, mean bias and limits of the agreement give information about the utility of the new measurement method. Regarding our data set, those two methods can be used interchangeably as the limits vary from nearly one mEq/L of potassium.

4. Clinical implication and potential areas of usage {#sec4}
====================================================

Only a clinician, who uses the test results in a clinical setting can decide whether the mean bias and LOA are acceptable or not. For instance, a mean bias of 0.2 mEq/L is obviously acceptable for potassium levels. However, 3 mEq/L is too broad and can lead to lethal complications if the actual potassium value is higher in biochemistry panel.

Bland-Altman analysis was previously used in many method comparisons in the literature. It may be used to compare two new measurement methods or one measurement method against a reference standard. These measurement variables should be continuous (not categorical) such as hemoglobin level (g/dl), anti-HCV antibody titer or the size of a tumor (cm). The Bland-Altman method is a popular approach, and there are reports including but not limited to compare two hemodynamic measurements,[@bib6] end-tidal carbon dioxide measurement methods,[@bib7]^,^[@bib8] different electrolyte level measurement methods,[@bib9] self-assessed general well-being scores,[@bib10] performance of different computed tomography technologies in evaluating pulmonary nodules.[@bib11]

5. Pitfalls in Bland-Altman analysis {#sec5}
====================================

One of the critical problems in the Bland-Altman analysis is the need to meet the assumption of normal distribution. The continuous measurement variables need not to be normally distributed, but their differences should. If the assumption of normal distribution is not met, data may be logarithmically transformed.[@bib4] The data may be tested against the normal distribution using classical methods such as the Shapiro-Wilk test or Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Visual evaluation of the histogram plot may not be adequate.

Another problem arises from the sample size. Studies comparing methods of measurements should be adequately sized to conclude that the effects are universally valid. If the sample size is not adequate, it is possible to find a low mean bias and reduced limits of agreement by comparing two methods.[@bib12] Such methods cannot be recommended for general use without verification of the results of other studies. To calculate sample size, maximum allowed difference derived from other studies should be provided.

Some authors argue that also regression analysis can be performed to compare two methods of measurements. The Bland-Altman analysis may bring proportional bias, which is present when the difference in values resulting from two methods increases or decreases in proportion to the average values.[@bib13] Although it is an uncertain area of expertise, Ludbrook indicated that two methods could be used for different purposes: According to him, regression analysis can be used if the concern of the investigator is to calibrate one measurement against another or to detect bias between two methods of measurement. However, if the goal is to determine whether a method may be safely substituted for another, particularly in clinical practice, the Bland-Altman method may be used.[@bib13]

An other problem in the Bland-Altman analysis is repeated measure designs. The Bland-Altman analysis is not an appropriate method to compare repeated measurements. However, it can be performed by adding a random effects model to the analysis.[@bib14]^,^[@bib15] In addition, some statistical softwares allow to perform analysis for repeated designs using Bland-Altman method. Besides, a meta-analysis of studies conducted with the Bland-Altman analysis is still under debate, recently a framework for the meta-analysis of Bland-Altman studies based on limits of agreement approach is published.[@bib16]

6. Conclusion {#sec6}
=============

Correlation analysis may lead to incorrect or debated results in comparison of two measurement methods. The Bland-Altman analysis is a simple and accurate way to quantify agreement between two variables and may help clinicians to compare a new measurement method against another one or a reference standard.
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